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Updated Feb 14 11:15: Fixed typos “geographic features or did you” → “geographic features did you”, “image.svn” → “image.svg”.
Updated Feb 20 noon: Clarified that principle of the Asymptotic Decider should be used in the ambiguous cases, if not exact formulae and test in paper.
Updated Feb 21 6pm: 6 → 8 asymp isocontours, fixed phoenixN.png→ phoenN.png image filenames. Still, submit phoenix.svg.
(Note: this PDF contains informative hyperlinks; view it electronically on a computer with a network connection)

The goal of this project is to implement the Marching Squares method of isocontouring a 2D images. Similar to
Project 1, there is a set of tasks for which you submit images and explanations, all with specific filenames, identi-
fied below. Following directions about filenames and file locations makes grading much easier. You will cre-
ate SVG files that contain the line segments you compute as the isocontour. The SVG files may also contain col-
ormapped raster images. You will need linear interpolation along cell edges to determine Marching Squares vertex
locations (and bilinear interpolation for the ambiguous cases), but this should be much simpler than the convolu-
tion for Project 2. There is no additional work for 33710 students in this project.

The Project 3 Tips page has useful information; also watch the scivis-2013 mailing list.

Your CNetID-scivis-2013 directories have been populated with a proj3 directory; do an svn update.
Everything related to Project 3 is to be added to the proj3 directory and nowhere else. Images and text files be-
long in proj3, not proj3/code. The proj3/code subdirectory is where you hand in your code, and only
your code. Like Project 1, and unlike Project 2, there is no particular program you have to write that conforms to a
some specified command-line interface; you should write code however you see fit.

If you are working individually, you can ignore this paragraph. If working in a pair, and you are more than
welcome to do so, both students should hand in a little two-line plain text file, named 00-pair.txt, in the
proj3 directory. 00-pair.txt lists the names and CNetID@uchicago.edu emails of both members of the pair,
one per line, as follows:

Jane H. H. Addams, jhhadams@uchicago.edu
Daniel H. Burnham, nolittleplans@uchicago.edu

The first student listed is also responsible for submitting all the completed work. We will only be grading the
work submitted under the first student’s repository, i.e. in the jhhadams-scivis-2013 repository in this
example. The second student must hand the same 00-pair.txt file. The graders will ignore any other files sub-
mitted by the second student.

New Data:
As with the last project, you will find new materials for this project in the scivis-2013 SVN repository de-
scribed here. An svn update inside your checkout of scivis-2013 should create new files, including:

• orimg/phoen{0,1,2}.svg: hand-written SVG files, to illustrate the structure of an SVG file, and show
how the orientation matrix from the orient.txt files is used in the “transform” attribute of a “g” ele-
ment. Reading these SVG files as text (in a text viewer, not a web browser) will be informative. These SVG
files depend on phoen{0,1,2}.png being in the same directory.

• elev/micha.png, elev/micha-orient.txt, elev/micha-small.png,
elev/micha-small-orient.txt: These are like the elev/mich.png image used in Project 1, but
the pixels are not square, so the images have accompanying orient.txt files (even though they are in
elev not orimg).

• orimg/noise.png, orimg/noise-orient.txt, orimg/noise-up.png,
orimg/noise-up-orient.txt: noise.png was constructed to help debug your Marching Squares.
At isovalue 32700 (exactly), every one of the 16 cases (for having the 4 corners of a cell be above or below
the isovalue) occurs at least once. noise-up.png is a 30-times cell-centered upsampling of noise.png,
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using the tent filter (bilinear interpolation within the cell, and linear interpolation along cell edges). The as-
sociated orient.txt files put the two images at the same place and orientation in world space.

• orimg/asymp.png, orimg/asymp-orient.txt, orimg/asymp-up.png,
orimg/asymp-up-orient.txt: asymp.png was constructed to help debug the your handling of am-
biguous cases. asymp-up.png is a 20-times cell-centered upsampling of asymp.png, using the tent fil-
ter. The associated orient.txt files put the two images at the same place and orientation in world space.

What to implement:
You will be generating SVG files containing one or more isocontours, computed from an image (with orientation
information) by “Marching Squares”, the simple 2D analog to the 3D “Marching Cubes” method of Lorensen and
Cline. A SX× SY input raster image is composed of (SX− 1)× (SY− 1) “cells”, squares with the image samples
at their corners. Within each cell, you determine how to draw one or two line segments that approximates how the
isocontour intersects the cell (if at all). This should produce connected polyline contours, with no gaps or holes ex-
cept at the image border. In a cell-centered image, the half-pixel-wide border around the image perimeter will not
contribute to the isocontour. In the ambiguous cases (with two values above and two below the isovalue, diagonally
opposite), use the principle of the Asymptotic Decider of Nielson and Hamann to determine how to create the two
line segments that best match the result from continuous bilinear interpolation.

For most tasks the SVG file will also contain a raster image, which should appear behind the isocontour lines, as
a backdrop (it should appear before, not after, the isocontour lines in the SVG file). While it is possible to embed
the image data inside the SVG file (to make it completely self-contained), it is simpler to have the SVG file link to
a separate image file. Inside an SVG file image.svg, the element “<image xlink:href="image.png"
... />” links to the image.png image file, which must be in the same directory as image.svg: the two
files must be alongside each other.

The Project 3 Tips page includes phoen.py, an example Python program that uses the svgwrite package (docs
here) to wrap an SVG file around one of the phoen{0,1,2}.png demo images, complete with the transform
from index to world. You should use this program as a starting point. Isocontour lines must be drawn in world
space, even though the computations to determine per-cell isocontour segments start in index space. Note that you
can control the apparent size of world-space (with the “wspc.scale(100, -100)” line). You will likely want
to adjust this scaling for each task.

The Tasks:
Pay attention to the list of files to hand in for each task, and the exact filenames of the requested files.

1. “noise”: Create a colormap for the noise-up.png image that somehow highlights the value 32700, so
that you can use the colormapped image when debugging your isocontouring of the much lower-resolution
image noise.png. A sharp transition in the colormap at or around 32700 provides a visual means of check-
ing the line segments in the noise.png isocontour at 32700; this is more important than any color varia-
tion further away from 32700. In the generated isocontour for noise.png, color the line segments based
on the Marching Square case index (from 0 to 15), and make the line segments thick enough so that the color
can be seen clearly. Do not try to optimize this per-case coloring; just use some variety of distinct colors that
are all distinguishable from the colormapped background. To hand in:

(a) noise-up-cmap.txt: The colormap you used on noise-up.png.
(b) noise-up-out.png: Result of colormapping noise-up.png.
(c) noise.svg: SVG file showing the isocontour of noise.png at 32700, with colored line segments

clearly visible over the noise-up-out.png background.

2. “asymp”: This is only for demonstrating your implementation of the principle of the Asymptotic Decider.
Create an SVG picture of 8 particular isocontours of asymp.png: 11128.6, 17311.1, 23493.7, 29676.2,
35858.8, 42041.3, 48223.9, and 54406.4. Make all the isocontours black, and all at the same width. The
width must be thin enough to clearly see the separation between the isocontours. For the SVG file you hand
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in, there is no background image. During debugging, however, it may be helpful to use a colormap of asymp-up.png
as a background image. To hand in:

(a) asymp.svg: SVG file showing only the 6 requested asymp.png isocontours.
(b) asymp-info.txt: With at most 100 words, describe why asymp.png and the requested isoval-

ues highlight the handling of ambiguous cases. For example, how are the various 2 × 2 pixel blocks
organized?

3. “phoenix”: The goal here is just to make sure that the index-to-world transform is still being handled cor-
rectly, by comparing the isocontours, at isovalue 31000, in the three phoen{0,1,2}.png images. In an
SVG file with no background image, combine the three isocontours from the three images, to show how well
they coincide (they should be close to each other if image orientation information is handled correctly). Use
the same presentation of world-space as is created by the phoen.py example on the Tips page. Use the fol-
lowing colors for the contours, and draw them (in the SVG) in this order:

• phoen0.png: RGB=(255,0,0)
• phoen2.png: RGB=(0,0,255)
• phoen1.png: RGB=(0,255,0)

That is, the green phoen1.png isocontour should be on top. Use the same line width for all three contours,
and make them thin enough to see some of the red and blue lines behind the green one. To hand in:

(a) phoenix.svg: The single SVG file containing the three isocontours.

4. “micha”: Create a topographic map of Michigan and the surrounding Great Lakes. The background image
should be a colormap of micha.png, similar to what you created for Project 1 (assuming it was success-
ful). Because this image will be overlaid with isocontours, it should not visually dominate the isocontours,
so consider lightening or desaturating the control point colors. Remove the control points used in Project 1
to indicate the coastline via colormap. For this task, you will indicate the coastline, and a set of other eleva-
tions, by isocontouring. The thickness, coloring, and spacing of the isocontours is up to your judgment, with
some constraints: (1) the coastline isocontour should be visually distinct from, and more prominent than, the
other isocontours, (2) the isocontour elevations must be uniformly spaced (as on a standard topo map), and
(3) there should be at least two isocontours above the water level, and two below. Find an elevation inter-
val between isovalues that balances the benefits of revealing more details with the drawback of more visual
clutter. To hand in:

(a) micha-cmap.txt: The colormap you used on micha.png.
(b) micha-out.png: Result of colormapping micha.png.
(c) micha.svg: SVG file showing isocontours of micha.png on top of micha-out.png.
(d) micha-info.txt: With at most 200 words, answer: (1) How did you make the coastline isocontour

visually different from the rest? (2) What elevation interval did you use to create the isocontours above
and below water level? (3) What observations or considerations led you to make your choices in (1)
and (2)? That is, what geographic features did you find yourself looking at and trying to highlight by
your choices? Finally, are there geographic features that you feel the isocontours are better at indicating
than the colormap alone?

In addition to the files listed above, hand in all your code in the proj3/code directory. Nothing besides your
code should be in this directory. You do not need to re-submit your Project 1 colormapping code, even if you tweaked
it for this project. Still, you are welcome to include your colormapping code here if you want, especially if that
functionality was integrated with the new code.
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